
Remote Working - Year 10 - Enterprise 

Year 10 students of Enterprise should have in their possession: 

- Folder: containing Unit 3 Workbook (Electronic copy on ONE NOTE), Past 

Exam Paper 

- Lesson Resources will be added to class ONE NOTE 

- Office 365 (Via school website), click onto ONE NOTE 

o To access Office 365 

 

Students should spend the equivalent of 3 hours per week during term time 

towards the tasks below, in the order shown.  

Unit 3 is split into 2 areas: Marketing and Finance. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Work can be completed in the booklet if no internet access. Ideally all work 

should be completed on ONE NOTE including your notes on key terms. If you 

complete all your work on ONE NOTE we can provide regular updates and 

review your work remotely. 

Tasks to complete are as follows: 

- Log onto Office 365 (Completed in lesson 19/3/20), ONE NOTE and click 

on 2021 10_Ee. On the left hand side are pupil’s names. Click on your 

name and select student work. Add a note into this section confirming 

you can see area. 

 



1. Complete task: Costs, Revenue and Profit (Pages 11 & 13). Enter the 

answers into ONE NOTE. Add any notes and questions into ONE NOTE. 

2. Research: Assets & Liabilities: Make notes and add definitions. Complete 

the formula for net current assets. 

3. Income Statements (Pages 14 - 16). Add a numerical example and add 

this to ONE NOTE. 

4. Profitability and Liquidity. Review the teaching resource and add a 

numerical example. 

5. Research Cash Flow Forecast. Create a detailed summary showing: 

Definition, examples, why it is useful and its limitations (Add this onto 

ONE NOTE). 

6. Complete the tasks from the booklet on Cash Flow (Pages 17 – 18). 

7. Research Breakeven. Create a detailed summary showing: Definition, 

examples, why it is useful and its limitations (Add this onto ONE NOTE). 

8. Complete the tasks from the booklet on Breakeven (Pages 19 – 22). 

9. Research Sources of Finance. Create a detailed summary showing: 

Definition, examples, why it is useful and its limitations (Add this onto 

ONE NOTE). 

10.  Complete the tasks from the booklet on Sources of Finance (Pages 23 – 

24). 

11.  Formulae revision (Pages 5 – 6)  add formulae for each box. 

12.  RECAP – Promotional Mix and Segmentation (Pages 7 – 8) Recap your 

knowledge and enter a summary. 

13.  RECAP – Financial Documents (Pages 9 – 10) Complete pages in booklet.  

14.  Complete a RAG for each of the topics (Page 4). Green you are fully 

confident, amber you know a little, red you have no idea. On NOTE write 

down areas that you are unsure of and what help can be provided. 
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